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WHY DO YOU NEED TITLE INSURANCE? 

 

 

If you own a house in Florida, you probably have homeowner’s insurance to cover the 

cost of rebuilding if your house burns down.  While a homeowner’s policy insures against the 

loss of improvements constructed on your lot, it won’t cover the loss of your land.  After all, the 

land is always there so you really don’t need to worry about it, right? 

 

Think again.  How do you know you really own it?  Land is a unique form of property 

that has many rights associated with it, and many laws dictating how those rights are transferred.  

Owners can grant leases, mortgages, easements and mineral rights (to name a few).  Contractors 

and government authorities can claim liens.  The state can claim parts that border on rivers, lakes 

and roads.  People can acquire rights merely by occupying portions of it for sufficient time.  

Ownership rights in land are really a collection of different interests which may be held by many 

parties, and which are frequently transferred.  Even the transfer of rights may pose problems.  

Deeds can be forged, signed under duress or signed by the wrong parties.  When you buy land, 

how do you know you’re getting all of the interests, and that the seller is really the owner?  You 

certainly don’t want to face the prospect of losing your biggest investment!  The answer is title 

insurance. 

 

For a one-time premium, you can buy a title insurance policy which insures that you are 

the owner and identifies all outstanding interests held by others.  When you contract to buy land, 

you should obtain a title insurance commitment from a reputable title company, frequently at the 

seller’s expense.  The commitment will identify exactly what rights the seller has, as well as all 

outstanding interests, based on an examination of public land records.  An attorney should 

review the commitment to confirm that any outstanding interests are legitimate and will not 

interfere with your intended use of the land or reduce its value below what you have agreed to 

pay.   

 

If there are too many outstanding interests, or if there have been irregularities in prior 

transfers, the title may not be “marketable,” according to title standards adopted by the Florida 

Bar.  Frequently it is necessary for the seller to obtain releases of outstanding interests to render 

the title marketable.  Once the closing occurs, you will be issued a title insurance policy that 

insures you are the owner, subject only to the outstanding interests you have approved.  These 

typically include government liens for current taxes, utility easements along lot lines and 

restrictions common to your subdivision if the property is platted.  If someone later claims an 

interest in your property and it’s not listed in your policy, the title company will defend you at its 

expense, correct the problem when possible and reimburse you for any loss (up to the amount of 

your policy) if the claim is valid. 

 

If you’re getting a loan to finance your purchase, your lender will obtain a title policy to 
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insure that it has a valid mortgage.  Does the lender’s policy protect you?  Not always.  The title 

company may cure the problem, but it may also be able to seek reimbursement from you if the 

mortgage which you signed contained a representation that you had marketable title (which most 

do).  In addition, the lender’s policy will reimburse the lender for a loss only up to the amount of 

the loan, so you could still lose your equity in the property, which may be substantial if you’ve 

owned it for a long time.     

 

An owner’s title insurance policy will provide the comfort you need for as long as you 

own your home, and will even cover your heirs who acquire the property upon your death.  If 

you transfer the property by general warranty deed (in which you warrant the title to a buyer, as 

most sellers do), your policy will even protect you against covered claims if the buyer asserts 

liability against you under your warranty.  It only makes sense to insure the title to your home 

when so much is at stake. 
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